Abstract We focus on exploiting redundancy for sensor networks in the context of spatial interpolation. The network acts as a distributed sampling system, where sensors periodically sample a physical phenomenon of interest, e.g. temperature. Samples are then used to construct a continuous spatial estimate of the phenomenon over time through interpolation. In this regime, the notion of sensing range typically utilized to characterize redundancy in event detection applications is meaningless and sensor selection schemes based on it become unsuitable. Instead, this paper presents pragmatic approaches for exploiting redundancy in such applications. Their underlying characteristic is that no a-priori assumptions need to be made on the statistical properties of the physical phenomenon. These are instead learned by the network after deployment. Our approaches are evaluated through real as well as synthetic sensor network data showing that significant reductions in the number of active sensors are indeed possible.
Introduction
Envisioned large sensor deployments will consist of cheap devices, small in size, seamlessly sensing physical phenomena, processing readings and communicating data to user applications. Deployment may target remote regions for environmental and wildlife monitoring or adversarial regions for military purposes. Exact preplanning and postdeployment alterations of sensor locations in these networks are difficult because by their sheer volume [5] .
Lack of prior knowledge about physical phenomena of interest also hinders exact characterization of the sensing behavior of devices before deployment. After deployment, it may well be the case that some of the deployed sensors are redundant from an application point of view. Consider the example of a network monitoring temperature inside a warehouse. For an event detection application the objective would be to determine 'when and where' an event occurs, i.e., when and where an outlier temperature exists in the sensor readings. Any point in space can potentially be the source of an event, so the application demands that a minimum number of sensors k be sensing each point in space. This is well known as k-coverage [1, 31] . To determine associated redundancy, the intuitive notion of sensing range is used, as the maximum distance from a sensor over which an event can be detected reliably [3, 27] .
On the other hand, we focus on a different application domain, namely spatial interpolation. In the temperature measuring scenario for example, it would be desirable to know how temperature varies as one is moving away from windows or air-conditioning units. The goal is to construct a continuous temperature surface, i.e., even for areas where no sensors exist, by viewing sensor measurements as spatio-temporal samples. Our focus on interpolation is an important one, since existing literature has studied reliability and spatial redundancy notions mainly in the context of aforementioned event detection and sensing range. By contrast, interpolation combines collected samples in a nontrivial way and sensing range can no longer capture associated redundancy. Our ultimate goal is to lay foundations for increasing the operational lifetime of the network: obtained interpolation should be able to consistently meet certain quality criteria for as long as possible.
Spatial redundancy in a sampling-interpolation application essentially means that only a few of the gathered samples are needed to provide a sufficiently good interpolation. By having only the corresponding subset of sensors communicating data packets, overall energy consumption can be decreased. To obtain lifetime gains, multiple disjoint subsets of sensors should be devised, so that data from each of them individually, achieves the desired interpolation fidelity [15, 18, 19, 27] . At each point in time only one such set is made active. Figure 1 shows interpolation being performed sequentially with three different sets of sensors. In this case, the network can be thought of as three superimposed sub-networks, all equivalent with respect to interpolation. Ideally, this leads to a three-fold increase in network lifetime (for a more detailed discussion of energy savings, see Section 3) .
In this paper, we propose strategies for sensing topology management in the context of our particular application: how to devise multiple sets of sensors, each capable of interpolation that is accurate enough, according to some well defined criterion. Our specific contributions are:
& Proof that the sensing topology management problem for interpolation applications is exponentially hard with the size of the network, thus necessitating heuristic approaches. & Two heuristic schemes for devising disjoint sets of sensors. The first one, the Jittered Grid (JiG) algorithm is based on classical sampling theory notions. The second one, the Random Variable Greedy (RaVaG) algorithm, is based on viewing sensors as a Hilbert space of random variables. & Evaluation of the proposed schemes on both real and synthetic sensor data, which shows that significant reductions in the number of active sensors can be achieved compared to simpler selection methods.
Relation to Previous Work
There exists extensive work on sensing topology management for sensor networks, mostly in an event detection context. Many authors have proposed resilient protocols to maintain k-coverage for any point in the observation field at all times [2, 3] . Set k-cover algorithms [1, 27] aim at obtaining subsets of sensors each capable of k-coverage to increase network lifetime. All these approaches define coverage on the basis of a circular sensing range, which bears no physical meaning for a spatial interpolation application. The authors in [30] have used correlation regions of roughly equally informative sensors to partition the network, based on a Voronoi tessellation. Their work still only targets an event driven type of application, namely the estimation of a single point Gaussian source, which is different from constructing an entire spatial surface. Our work can be thought of as analogous to set k-cover, for the distinct regime of sampling-interpolation applications. Numerous efforts on efficiently building a spatial model for the sensed phenomenon also exist in the literature [12, 24, 34] . They are not applicable in our scenario, since they make some kind of assumption on the underlying phenomenon. Temporal redundancy in sampling type applications has been considered in compressive sensing [9, 11] where all sensors report compressed data. Our approach exploits spatial redundancy instead and reduces the number of packets produced by the network as opposed to packet sizes. Spatial redundancy has previously been considered, but from a significantly different point of view. Koushanfar et al. [15] pair up sensors, so that the readings from one can be used to predict those of the other. However, they do not study the effect on the overall interpolation quality, but only consider predicting the value at a specific sensor location. Our own previous work includes devising sets in a sampling-interpolation setting for one-dimensional wide sense stationary physical processes through jittered grids [18] , as well as introducing the Hilbert space framework of sensors as random variables [19] . Here, we additionally present a proof of why optimal redundancy elimination in a sampling-interpolation setting is a hard combinatorial problem, with complexity growing exponentially with the size of the network. Furthermore, proposed algorithms can now handle non-stationary behavior in space, i.e., statistics that change over the network area. Finally, unlike our previous work, this paper includes an evaluation of our approaches for spatially non-stationary monitored processes in the presence of noise.
A relevant theme from geostatistics [35] is sampling design, i.e., finding the best locations to sample, out of a finite set of possible locations. In sensor networks it has been examined as optimum sensor placement [16] . However, it suffers from a 'learning' disadvantage: either specific statistics for the physical phenomenon have to be assumed or sensors have to be deployed in a 'test-placement' to gather statistical data before being optimally (re)deployed. This type of post-processing cannot be applied in our setting where sampling positions are restricted to initial ones. Statistics are learned online. Specifically compared to optimum sensor placements [16] , we use only the covariance matrix at sensor locations instead of estimating the continuous covariance function (see Section 4). Devising subsets of vectors with our RaVaG scheme is also related to the topic of sparse approximation of a single [7, 10, 25, 32] or multiple vectors [29, 33] with redundant dictionaries. Existing methods operate in a different Hilbert space, namely the space of finite length real vectors equipped with the usual Euclidean inner product. In our scenario however, the signal space, i.e., the data matrix Β (see Eq. (7)), would coincide with the dictionary space, rendering such methods inefficient. Put another way, existing methods would try to sparsely approximate the data matrix B itself, instead of directly minimizing the generalization error of such an approximation [32] . By contrast, our own RaVaG algorithm uses the data matrix B only for estimation of inner products in the Hilbert space of second order random variables.
Subset selection in linear regression is another topic related to RaVaG, where a response random variable has to be approximated by a subset of available predictor variables. Heuristics have been studied for the general covariance case [20] . Recently, algorithms with performance guarantees appeared for special cases of covariance [6] . In our scenario however, there are no fixed response variables. Essentially all sensors are response variables and the goal is to approximate the space spanned by these variables with an appropriate subspace. Additionally, specialized algorithms [6] assume full knowledge of the covariance between the response variable and the explanatory variables, which may not be available in practice.
As a final comment, aforementioned algorithms for sampling design, sparse approximation and subset selection in regression, all produce a single set of elements (locations, vectors or variables) instead of multiple disjoint ones as we do here.
Network Model
We consider a network of N sensors, indexed 1 through N, scattered in a uniformly random fashion over an observation field F. The network is static in the sense that there can be no addition or modification of sensors after initial deployment. We will refer to the 2-D coordinates of sensor p with the tuple
Sensor positions are needed for interpolation (regardless of sensing topology management) and are assumed to be known with sufficiently high accuracy by running a localization service in the network [17] . At discrete time instants t i , a subset of the sensors measures the value of a physical quantity of interest (e.g. temperature). Sensors are time synchronized at a coarse level, so that they can be considered to be sampling at roughly the same time t i . The physical phenomenon is modeled as the spatial realization of a random process at t i , denoted by S(x, t i ), where vector x represents 2-D coordinates in the observation field F.
An approximation of this realization is constructed at a data fusion center by interpolating values reported only by the sensors 'active' at t i along with their positions. 'Active' sensors are those that actually communicate their data. The collection of active sensors is hereafter referred to as subset or set. A subset is represented by the Boolean vector m k , of length N, where each element is (1) for an active sensor and (0) otherwise (by convention, m 0 will refer to the set of all available sensors).
We consider interpolation that is linear on values measured by the sensors. This covers a broad range of techniques [9, 12, 28, 30, 34] . Denoting the random process values at sensor locations as S X p 0 ; m k ; t i À Á , the linear interpolation at point x can be generally expressed as:
where {λ p (x,m k )} p=1…N are coefficients describing how a specific interpolation scheme depends on the particular set of active sensors m k ∀t i . The collection of interpolations b S k x; t i ð Þ for ∀x ∈ F forms a surface, as shown in Fig. 1 . A single subset m k can generate surfaces for multiple t i . The idea is that interpolation is performed with one subset for some time and then control is turned over to another subset.
To characterize how good a particular interpolated surface b S k x; t i ð Þ is, we use as distortion measure the mean square error (MSE) with respect to the true random process S(x, t i ), averaged over the area of the field F. This is the average distortion incurred when using subset m k :
A set of sensors is acceptable for a particular application, if the average distortion associated with it does not exceed an (application defined) threshold, D 0 . The overall goal of our sensing topology management scheme is to partition sensors in as many disjoint sets as possible, while still meeting the desired distortion bound for each set.
Presenting practical ways to devise disjoint sets is the primary goal of this paper. Before outlining our specific contributions, we briefly describe related technical issues. Specifically, notice that Eq. 2 is based on a statistical characterization of the underlying random process which is not available a priori. Instead it has to be learned after network deployment. A two-phase strategy addresses this problem:
& During the learning phase, all N sensors report their data, where, in addition to interpolation itself, the goal is to estimate relevant statistical properties of the process. & During the monitoring phase, only sensors from an active set report and sets are rotated over time.
Our novel contribution lies in how to intelligently select the sensors comprising each set. The proposed selection algorithms are executed centrally since interpolation is also performed at the application end-point (data fusion center). The motivation is to effectively reduce the number of data packets which have to be communicated through the network. Although the exact energy savings achieved by our schemes will depend on the actual MAC protocol and routing used, reducing the number of data producing nodes is beneficial in exactly the same manner as it is for the event detection case [1, 27] . Ideally, the increase in lifetime will be proportional to the reduction in the number of data packets. Furthermore, the only energy overhead of our schemes compared to an unscheduled network comes from switching between monitoring sets. This energy cost can be kept to a minimum for example with randomized flooding [14] of a bit-mask packet denoting set membership, whenever such a switch is necessary.
Set Selection

Hilbert Space Framework
To analyze the problem of selecting sets of sensors, we map the network onto an equivalent Hilbert space. A Hilbert space is a collection of elements, indiscriminately referred to as points or vectors, which can be entities of any kind and have appropriate operations defined on them. These operations are addition, scalar multiplication, inner product and norm of an element [4, 21] . We make a choice of Hilbert space structure that we believe is naturally suited to our particular samplinginterpolation setup: the Hilbert space of random variables with finite second order moments. To the best of our knowledge, ours [19] is the first interpretation of a sensor network as an instance of this particular Hilbert space, which could potentially find use beyond the context examined here.
The measured value of the physical phenomenon S(x, t i ) can be viewed as a random variable. The completed span of these random variables, i.e., all their linear combinations and limits of Cauchy sequences thereof form a Hilbert space [4] . For a fixed time instant and under the assumption of mean square ergodicity in time, which is in fact very common in related literature [13, 16] , we can define the inner product and the (induced) norm in this space, as (* denotes the complex conjugate):
where μ(•) is a spatial mean function and R(•, •) is a spatial covariance function. The mean function represents a spatially varying mean in the data that does not change over time. The covariance function on the other hand, quantifies the similarity between readings gathered at different spatial locations and different times in a statistical sense. The covariance structure described by Eq. 3 is allowed to be nonstationary, i.e., the correlation between readings at two points on the field can depend on their location. The Hilbert space representation essentially enables treatment of a specific set of sensors as a specific set of vectors. We will hereafter call H S the Hilbert space of random variables S(x, t i ) across the whole observation field, i.e., ∀x ∈ F for a fixed time instant.
A useful concept for linear approximation in H S is that of 'orthogonal projection' [8] . Consider a Hilbert space H 0 , and a subspace of it H 1 defined by a basis {ξ k }. In terms of minimizing the squared norm of the error, the best approximation of an element η ∈ H 0 by an element η 1 ∈ H 1 will be the orthogonal projection of η onto H 1 . Assuming that η is not exactly orthogonal to H 1 , the approximation error induced by this orthogonal projection is given by [8] :
In our particular setup, H 0 is H S , H 1 is the subspace defined by any reporting subset of sensors S X p 0
and η is S(x) for a particular x. Then orthogonal projection is the optimal linear approximation described by Eq. 1. In addition, Eq. 5 gives the value of the MSE, i.e., the integrand of the distortion metric defined by Eq. 2. Thus, through orthogonal projection, the Hilbert space context enables us to abstractly refer to the best linear interpolation achieved by a sensor subset and readily characterize its MSE performance, as opposed to referring to specific interpolation schemes.
Obtaining the orthogonal projection for every random variable S(x) requires knowledge of all continuous cova-
Although it is possible to estimate the continuous covariance function [22] , this is ultimately an intricate procedure that does not lend itself to distortion guarantees. Instead, we restrict η to elements of a subspace of H S , namely that spanned by all deployed sensors, H X0 . This is termed the primary subspace. Essentially, we assume that the initial number of sensors is large enough for H X0 to be a close approximation to H S . The distortion metric is thus defined in relation to the maximum information we could extract with our initial deployment. Formally, it means that in Eq. 2, S(x, t i ) is replaced with b S 0 x; t i ð Þ. A first practical point is that during the learning phase any sensor selection algorithm needs to actually evaluate Eq. 2 in order to assess its performance. Since for a real system the expectation operator cannot be known, Eq. 2 is approximated with an average over W time instants, where W ≤ Θ. During the learning phase, each sensor in the network collects a time series of values S X , obtained from these values can be used as the best available approximation to the ground truth (i.e., they can thought of as reference surfaces):
Note that best interpolations b S 0 x; t q À Á n o q¼1...Θ are defined at all points of the observation field, not just at the locations of unused sensors, and do not necessarily coincide with data obtained from these sensors. A second practical point is that to evaluate orthogonal projection error, Eq. 5 requires inner products between all sensors. From Eq. 3 these inner products correspond to covariances and can be estimated as follows. Let B be the ΘxN matrix having as columns the time series produced by each individual sensor as shown in Eq. 7. We will refer to B as the data matrix. The data matrix can be thought of as a finite dimensional approximation to the infinite dimensional random variables which are the actual elements of the primary subspace. 
with b m being a matrix with all rows equal to b m. Equation 8 converges to the true covariances for Θ large enough, again by virtue of mean square ergodicity.
Complexity of Optimal Solution
In the Hilbert space framework, introduced in the previous section, each individual sensor can be thought of as a vector in the primary subspace. The problem of selecting disjoint sets of sensors thus effectively translates into selecting disjoint sets of vectors. The goal is to maximize the number of sets that can be found (or equivalently, minimize the average number of vectors in each set), while ensuring that each set can provide a sufficiently accurate approximation.
As a first step in tackling this problem, we consider a more basic variant, namely that of finding just a single minimal set: Given an initial set of sensors, find the minimal subset of vectors which yields an approximation with average distortion at most D 0 .
The problem can be seen as finding an 'approximate' basis for the primary subspace. Finding multiple sets is a generalization of this variant and hence computationally at least as hard. The single-set problem is related to sparse signal approximation with general dictionaries, which has been studied in signal processing literature [7, 10, 25, 29, 32, 33] . The term 'dictionary' refers to a set of non-orthogonal vectors used for representation in a Hilbert space, without necessarily forming a basis for that space. A known problem in a V-dimensional Hilbert space is how to select the best vectors out of a redundant dictionary of size P≥V to approximate a given target vector in the space. This requires enumerating all possible subsets of vectors, an operation with cost exponential in P [7, 10] . In the case of a general dictionary, the resulting computation is provably NP-hard [7] .
In our scenario, the dimension of the primary subspace H X0 is at most N. The set of N vectors that correspond to the initially deployed sensors S X Linear independence means that the dimension of H X0 is exactly N, i.e., the dictionary S X p 0
is also a basis for the space, rendering optimization over any redundant dictionary for this space exponentially hard with the size of the network.
Since the single set selection problem is hard, the same will hold for the extended problem of finding multiple sets. As a result, we have to resort to heuristic approaches to perform the selection of multiple active sets of sensors.
Jittered Grid Sampling
The first proposed scheme is motivated by the observation that regular grid sampling designs, specifically rectangular and triangular grids, are frequently used in geostatistical monitoring [9, 35] . Additionally, an abundance of theoretical results exists with respect to the distortion performance of such designs when monitoring spatially stationary Gaussian processes [28] .
In our setup, sensors are chosen from a pre-deployed set, which does not necessarily form a grid. The key idea is instead to impose a virtual square grid over the observation field and then 'map' a subset of sensors onto this grid. The mapping should satisfy some closeness criterion. By offsetting the grid, the mapping procedure can be repeated a number of times so as to obtain many different sensor sets. As an example, Fig. 2 shows a virtual square grid of 16 nodes superimposed on a network of 50 sensors.
A virtual square grid is uniquely defined by its side α, while grids of the same size are distinguished by their offsets relative to a fixed point (x 0 , y 0 ). To choose the appropriate grid size M = n 2 , the integer n is iteratively increased until the resulting sensor subsets satisfy the distortion bound as computed through Eq. 6. Furthermore, virtual grids are offset along their common diagonal.
The crucial element is how to obtain disjoint sensor subsets from virtual grids. Essentially, a 1-1 mapping is needed, such that each sensor is mapped onto a grid point only once and optimality is achieved with respect to the closeness criterion. Suppose that a total of N =M b c virtual grids have been constructed, consisting of N =M b cÁM points. We construct a complete bipartite graph (U, V, E) consisting of a set of vertices U corresponding to the grid points, a set of vertices V corresponding to the sensors and a set of edges E = {[u i , v j ]} with weights w ij equal to the Euclidean distance between grid point i and sensor j. If the number of grid points N =M b cÁ M is less than the number of sensors, N (i.e., if N is not an integer multiple of M), the set U of grid points is enhanced by adding to it N À N =M b cÁ M points with incident edges of infinite weight. With this formulation, the problem of mapping sensors onto grid points is equivalent to the minimum weight perfect matching problem for bipartite graphs and can be efficiently solved by the Hungarian Algorithm [23] . We call the overall procedure Jittered Grid (JiG) sampling, presented in Fig. 3 . Note that after completion of the algorithm, N À N =M b cÁ M sensors corresponding to dummy grid nodes are randomly distributed among devised sets.
A drawback of JiG is that it is better suited for spatially stationary processes, since virtual grids are regular. However, spatial non-stationarities are in fact commonly encountered in real life physical phenomena and corresponding measurements. For example, at locations closer to windows or heat sources, temperature readings may vary more rapidly for proximate sensors than they do at dark or isolated locations, e.g. under desks. Another drawback is that it does not provide fine-grained control over the size of sets obtained. For example, if sets of 13 2 = 169 sensors are inadequate, the next available choice is sets of 14 2 = 196 sensors. This effect becomes more pronounced for large n.
Random Variable Greedy Selection
The purpose of the second scheme we propose is exactly to address these disadvantages of JiG sampling. It builds on the expressive power of the Hilbert space H S of sensors as random variables. The key idea is quantifying 'colinearity' or 'orthogonality' between a given candidate vector and an existing set of vectors. This can be done by using orthogonal projection error (defined in Eq. (5)) as the score function. If the orthogonal projection error of a candidate vector onto a set of existing vectors is maximal among all such vectors, then the descriptive power of the set will maximally grow if we add the candidate to it. If, on the other hand, the orthogonal projection error of a member of the set onto the rest of the vectors in the set is minimal, then the descriptive power of the set will only marginally be affected if we remove the candidate vector from it. The main strength of this approach is that it provides a characterization of how redundant an individual sensor is with respect to any set of sensors for interpolation purposes.
Our Random Variable Greedy (RaVaG) algorithm proceeds as follows. It is not known a priori how many sets can be created. Instead, it starts creating the first set by selecting vectors until the distortion criterion is met. Next, the second set will be selected from the remaining vectors, and so forth. Consider, in general, a situation where we are in the process of creating the j th set. At this point, the primary subspace can be considered as being partitioned in three subspaces: 1) the space H U of vectors in sets 1 through j-1; 2) the space H A of vectors already selected in set j; 3) the space H R of vectors not yet selected for any of the sets. Our algorithm considers all candidate vectors η from those not yet belonging to any set. For each one of them, it computes the error by orthogonal projection in both of the spaces H A and H R (always excluding the vector η):
The crucial element is how to use these orthogonal projection errors to populate the sets with 'good' vectors. A simple first choice would be to sequentially select the vector η that maximally expands the existing set, i.e., the vector maximizing E Α (η). However, this choice does not always lead to a good set of vectors, especially in cases where the random process is spatially non-stationary. To see this, consider a random process showing rapid variations over a small region of the field, while being smooth over the rest of the field. Then a heuristic based on maximizing E Α (η) would first choose vectors in the rapidly varying region, because they are likely to be the most orthogonal to each other. This strategy has an immediate drawback: it is possible that sets subsequently constructed cannot contain any of these vectors describing rapid variations, because they will all have been used up. Eventually, such sets will not be able to achieve the target distortion or will need to employ a much larger number of sensors.
Based on this example, there are two competing effects both of which should be taken into consideration when designing a greedy approach: expanding the expressive capability of the set currently being constructed and not 'crippling' the expressive capability of the set of sensors that remain. The first effect can be quantified by requiring a high orthogonal projection error onto the space of already selected sensors, i.e., the candidate vector should be as orthogonal to this set as possible. The second effect can be quantified by requiring a low orthogonal projection error onto the space of remaining vectors, i.e., the candidate vector should be as colinear to this set as possible.
The RaVaG selection scheme we propose here ranks each candidate vector according to a single score function. A naive score function would take only one of the two effects into account, e.g. the first one. We indeed examine such a case, specifically setting the score function C 1 to be equal to the orthogonal projection error of the candidate vector onto the space of already selected sensors E Α (η). A 'good' score function however, should ideally incorporate both of the effects. Since the relationship between them is a competitive one, i.e., E Α (η) should be high while E R (η) low, it is a natural choice to consider the mathematical difference and/or ratio between these orthogonal projection errors and attempt to maximize it. In this paper, we have experimented and present results both with the difference as well as the ratio score functions, hereafter referring to them as C 2 and C 3 respectively:
The vector η with the maximum score amongst all candidates is added to the j th set. The detailed set selection algorithm is presented in Fig. 4 . When the algorithm terminates, there may remain some sensors that were not assigned to any active sets (since they could not form a set by themselves satisfying the distortion target). These are distributed in a round robin fashion among existing sets in such a way that each set is assigned the sensor which maximizes the heuristic expression used to construct it in the first place.
Evaluation
Synthetic Data
A purely simulated evaluation setting has the major advantage that it gives us access to the ground truth, i.e., the spatial process itself, to compare interpolation performance with. The setting for experiments was an observation We considered uniformly random deployments with N = 1000, N = 1500 sensors. Our algorithms require a learning phase of Θ time instants. Readings obtained during the learning phase are used for estimation of the covariance matrix in Eq. 8 and estimation of distortion in Eq. 6. The latter is a computationally expensive operation that must be repeated at each algorithm iteration for both JiG and RaVaG (step 17 in Fig. 4 and step 4 in Fig. 3) . Especially for RaVaG, Θ ≥ N, because the orthogonal projection error of Eq. 5 assumes linearly independent vectors and the covariance matrix estimate of (8) should be full rank [8, 21] . In our simulations we initially ran the learning phase for Θ = Ν time instants and used all acquired sensor values for covariance matrix estimation, but only W = 125 reference surfaces for distortion estimation. In practice, we found that even the requirement Θ ≥ N is not essential to obtain good sets. Performance of RaVaG does not significantly degrade even for Θ ≈ Ν / 4.
There is no existing solution to actually compare our schemes against. However we have devised and experimented with a reasonable alternate approach. Specifically:
Random selection Select k sensors at random to comprise a set. Keep increasing k until the distortion criterion (6) is satisfied. Repeat until no sensors remain unselected or are too few to meet the target distortion.
Stationary Data
We first conducted experiments with a spatially stationary physical process. Process realizations were generated according to a simple kriging model [28] , which is commonly used in geostatistics and atmospheric sciences to describe environmental data sets. Specifically, zero mean white noise was fed into a symmetric 2-D low pass spatial filter. The target distortion D t (see Fig. 4 ) was set to 0.5. White Gaussian measurement noise of mean zero and variance 0.1 was added to sensor samples in all cases. Figure 5 (a) shows the number of sets obtained with random selection as well as the JiG and RaVaG algorithms with all different cost functions (see Eq. 10), for N=1000 and N=1500. Figure 5(b) shows the average size of sets for each scheme, along with standard deviations. Sizes are the ones obtained immediately after running our selection algorithms, i.e., before assignment of remaining sensors among devised sets. It can be seen that our schemes greatly improve on the efficiency of an unscheduled network (consisting of only one set) by 6 and 9 times for N=1000 and N=1500 respectively. Additionally, there is improvement on the number of sets devised with random selection, specifically 50% for both N=1000 and N=1500. This improvement can be explained by observing average set sizes. For example, the average set devised with RaVaG-C 2 consists of 151 sensors. This is a 33% reduction over the 225 sensors comprising the average random set.
Non-stationary Data
Next, we experimented with processes characterized by a linearly growing trend as well as a covariance structure changing over the observation field, i.e., spatially varying. To generate appropriate process realizations we implemented the model described in [22] for estimation of nonstationary behavior in environmental data. Figure 6 (a) shows a cross section of one process realization taken along the main diagonal of the observation field. The data magnitude shows a clear growing trend. Figure 6 (b) shows the same cross section when the trend is subtracted. It can be seen that the resulting process shows more rapid variations for the right half of the cross section. The procedure resulted in process realizations that would require approximately 225 randomly selected sensors to achieve a target distortion of 0.5 (same as in the stationary case).
Figures 7(a) and (b) contain the number of sets obtained and average set sizes respectively, for N=1000 and N= 1500. The gains in terms of total number of sets obtained are 6 and 8 fold compared to the unscheduled case and 50%, 33% compared to random selection for N=1000 and N=1500 respectively. Figure 5 Sets devised for N=1000, 1,500 and stationary data. Figure 6 Cross section of a non-stationary realization along main diagonal of observation field, shown a with trend in data magnitude and b after subtracting trend.
Discussion
Based on Figs. 5 and 7, the variants of RaVag more consistent in providing good performance with respect to number of subsets devised, were those utilizing cost functions C 2 and C 3 . The performance of the variant based on C 1 , even though reasonably good in the stationary case, is observed to deteriorate for non-stationary data, as expected. This is indicated by the large deviation in the sizes of subsets devised by this variant (e.g. for N=1000 the second subset is much smaller than the rest). It can be attributed to the cost function C 1 being 'fooled' into selecting many sensors in the region of the field characterized by lower correlation, which cripples further construction of subsets, as described earlier, in Section 4.4. Figure 8 shows spatially averaged instantaneous squared error versus ground truth from actual interpolations with devised subsets. Performance is shown for one run with stationary data, for random selection and RaVaG-C 3 when N=1500. The ensemble mean in time of the spatially averaged squared error is also shown on the figures as ' b E D ½ '. This serves as an approximation to the true MSE of interpolation. Plots for non-stationary data as well as N=1000 and RaVaG-C 2 are qualitatively very similar and thus omitted.
Subsets were activated in a sequential manner, with vertical lines indicating points of switching between them. Realizations up to 50 correspond to distortion during the learning phase, where all sensors in the network are reporting. This is done to give an idea of the performance of the initial deployment and how a low initial distortion can be effectively traded off for multiple reporting subsets. Normally, the sensor network would be in the monitoring phase for a much longer duration than the 250 time instants shown here; Fig. 8 merely serves to examine whether distortion achieved by devised subsets actually meets the target.
It can be seen that all subsets succeed in meeting the criterion of Eq. 6, since both ensemble means are lower than the distortion target. Thus, RaVaG-C 2 and RaVaG-C 3 are the overall best choices for exploiting redundancy in terms of number of disjoint subsets devised, for both stationary and non-stationary settings.
Real Data
We used ambient temperature data from the LUCE Sensorscope deployment at EPFL [26] . Samples were collected several times a day by 97 Sensorscope nodes, dispersed over the entire EPFL campus. For our purposes, we chose the largest subset of sensors with data available for a common, sufficiently long period of observation. This period was from April 24th to May 9th, 2007. Specifically, there were N=83 sensors, each reporting 12 times a day for 15 days (April 29th was missing from available datasets). Half of these samples were used for the learning phase and the rest for checking instantaneous interpolation distortion.
One of the problems, intrinsic to testing on real data, is that the underlying physical phenomenon (i.e., the ground truth) is unknown. The only information available is what can be learned from all reporting sensors. Consequently, distortion is evaluated with respect to the primary subspace H X0 instead of the physical space H S . The target distortion for devising subsets with the RaVaG algorithm of Fig. 4 was set to four degrees Fahrenheit squared. For the chosen target distortion, RaVaG-C 2 and C 3 resulted in two sets of 37 and 46 sensors and 32 and 51 sensors respectively. Figure 9 shows performance of these sets for the C 3 variant in terms of the root of the instantaneous squared error. The square root in this case, with its units of degrees Fahrenheit, gives a better intuitive feel on much error should be expected on the average when predicting temperature. It is also in accordance with the Root Mean Square Error in [12] . Hence, our target in the evaluation corresponded to two degrees (a) (b) Figure 8 Instantaneous squared error vs. ground truth for a Random, b RaVaG-C 3 and stationary data.
scheme scheme a b number of sets avg. sensors in set N = 1000 N = 1500 standard deviation Figure 7 Sets devised for N=1000, 1,500 and non-stationary data. Fahrenheit of average prediction error. It can be seen that the target distortion is met on the average, rendering our approach a viable alternative to having all sensors reporting.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of sensing topology management for applications aiming at spatial interpolation of a physical quantity. The sensor network essentially behaves as a distributed sampling system and notions such as sensing range or k-coverage are meaningless. Our objective has been to reduce the amount of packets produced by the network while satisfying an application defined performance criterion. We have presented two methods to devise disjoint sets of sensors based on well established sampling design notions and a Hilbert space framework. The only overhead compared to an unscheduled network is communicating set membership to the sensors. Simulation results have shown substantial gains in the number of disjoint sets that can support a user specified target distortion compared to simpler sensor selection techniques. Our approaches are generic enough to be able to accommodate both spatially stationary and non-stationary physical processes. Finally, our Hilbert space view of the sensor network enables direct application of algebraic tools (e.g. operator theory) and therefore has the potential of being a useful tool in sensor network processing even beyond the specific scope of the problem examined here.
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where the last equation follows from the linear independence of any subset of monomials, over any interval of the real line, i.e.:
X n p¼0 a p Á u p ¼ 0; 8u ! 0 , a p ¼ 0; 8p ð17Þ
Equation 16 contradicts our initial hypothesis and therefore, on the average, no vector in a Poisson deployment can be a linear combination of other vectors. To generalize for the case of multidimensional scenarios, we observe that a multidimensional Poisson sampling process can be degraded into a one dimensional one by keeping only a single (e.g. the first) coordinate of each sensor position; by definition of the Poisson process, for a fixed number of sensors this coordinate will be uniformly distributed in the observation interval and, since involved distributions are continuous, the probability that two of the resulting points will coincide is zero. The corresponding correlation function would then be formulated by taking only differences of the chosen coordinate into account. The resulting proof arguments are the same.
Note that the lemma indicates what we should expect on average for a Poisson deployment of fixed rate. However, any specific deployment may deviate from the average, i.e., there is a non-zero (although very small) probability that some small number of vectors are linearly dependent.
